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FOR BEST RESULTS
USE

“STAG” BRAND
PAINTS
AN I.C.I. PRODUCT
A.S. BRYDEN & SONS (W.B.) LTD.—AGENTS.

Be Wise...
Advertise...

CONSTABLE
TIRING BACKS

Butter Shurf
WE CAN SUPPLY
PEANUT BUTTER
25c per lb.

Stuart & Sam
MADE IN M'B.

TELEHOIST
Hydraulic Tipping Gear

“Soaping” dulls hair—
HALO glorifies it!

You “soaping” your hair with even finer
liquid or cream shampoo hides its natural
limp with dulling soap film. Halo—contains no soap or
sticky stuff—nothing to dull your hair’s appearance. With
your very first shampoo, Halo brings you shining
new highlights. In seconds before you even know it—you are
soaping all your hair. Halo gives you fresh natural
beauty.

Climbing steadily
in popularity!
in circulation!

And it’s no wonder, for the “Evening Advocate” carries
features which appeal to all classes of readers.

First of all, it gives your morning’s news on Monday, as
well as all the happenings of the weekend. When there
is a long weekend it comes out on the first day after the
holiday, because it is mailed up to readers who have
gone without a paper for some days.
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There is humour in it with the articles by Naihan-u-l
Gubbins in his Sitting on the F.

Short Stories for the quiet afternoon or evening hour.

Sir Patrick Hastings Case Book is of such absorbing
interest that copies of the “Evening Advocate” are being
tidied away for future reference to those rousing stories.

AMERICA’S BEST SHAMPOO
In America, Halo contains all other shampoo’s. The reason? American
women have proved only Halo gives that spark natural beauty.

HALO reveals the hidden beauty of your hair.

AMERICA’S SHAMPOO
 hated by dull, lifeless hair.
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